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Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from links of our choice. If you're constantly saving documents, photos, or videos to your MacBook Pro, you'll probably fill up quickly. Since we are all dependent on our computers
for work, school and entertainment, expanding storage space is essential if you want to maximize your Mac usage. If so, adding an SSD is a great solution to free up space on your hard drive. An SSD is a storage device for a computer, similar to USB, but much more space. The SSD is lightweight, fast, and doesn't draw power from your PC and is quieter
and lighter than traditional hard drives. If you're in the ssd market, look for devices that are known to work well with Macs. To make it easier, we've researched and reviewed the best SSDs for MacBook Pro. With devices from top brands including Samsung, SanDisk, Seagate and LaCie, there are SSDs for every budget. What we like Works with older
MacBooks Fast read /write speed Cool, quiet operation What we don't like Storage may not be enough for larger files If you have an older MacBook Pro and are looking for ways to speed it up and gain more space, sandisk SSD Plus 480GB may be what you're looking for. Using sata revision 3.0 interface, this SSD is supported by MacBook Pro made in
2011 or 2012, but if the device was made earlier, you can still update your laptop with it as long as it uses SATA 1.0 or 2.0. And let's be true: it's definitely more cost-effective to update your MacBook Pro with this SSD instead of upgrading to a new device. It has a capacity of 480GB - a lot of space for all your personal files, photos and even videos. Plus, this
SSD lets you quickly save and download data even faster — up to 20 times faster than your old hard drive — with a sequential read speed of 535 MB/s and a sequential write speed of 445 MB/s. With cool, quiet operation and long battery life, this SanDisk SSD can transform your older MacBook Pro into the device of your dreams. What we like affordable
and reliable Fast boot times Good read/write time What we don't like samsung 860 EVO 250GB is a budget-friendly option for those who want to speed up the performance of their MacBook Pro devices made in 2012 or earlier. It has a SATA 3.0 connection interface and impressive read and write speeds (520MB/s and 550MB/s) for much better device
performance. At 250GB it's not the largest ssd on our list, but it's still a lot of space for the average Mac user, even if you like to take high-definition photos and videos. Does your laptop take forever to boot? The ssd will change that. your apps, games and other programs are slow and slow to open? Start with this affordable SSD. Even with multitasking
impressed by how responsive your MacBook Pro will be. In addition, this ssd guarantees long-term reliability, an estimated reliability of 1.5 million hours. It's a lot of time to process your data, and the time you'll be able to use more efficiently with a faster device. The Samsung 860 Evo is a horse drive. It'll work great as a fast boot drive to put your OS on and
handle some games, though 250GB limits how much you can put on it. - Ajay Kumar, Tech Editor What We Like Plenty of Storage Solid read/write speeds Reduced power draw Useful Software What We Don't Like Not the fastest on the market If you never want to run out of disk space again, check out the WD Blue 3D NAND 1TB SSD. This SSD adds a
massive 1TB of storage to your MacBook Pro, saving you over two million mid-size photos. This ssd is compatible with Macs that have SATA controllers and use 6.0GB/s SATA interface. It also offers very good performance with sequential read speeds of up to 560 MB/s and sequential write speeds of up to 530 MB/s. You may also notice better battery life
because this SSD offers an active feel up to 25 percent lower than previous generations of SSDs. In addition, the manufacturer offers free downloadable software to monitor the condition of the drive, as well as a five-year warranty on this SSD, so you can buy confidently, knowing that you have chosen a product with good reliability and long service life.
Western Digital is a renowned brand in storage, and Blue 3D NAND offers a great combination of price and performance. It will start quickly, support video and photo editing and games without major problems. - Ajay Kumar, Tech Editor What We Like Very fast read/write Has 3D NAND flash Useful software to update What we don't like a bit limited
compatibility If you have a MacBook Pro made between 2013 and 2016 that could benefit from some upgrades, check out transcend 480GB JetDrive. Compatible devices include MacBook Air, MacBook Pro Retina, Mac Mini and Mac Pro. This SSD uses an advanced PCIe Gen 3 x 2 interface designed for fast data transfer. This JetDrive SSD really does live
up to its name; check out the amazing read/write speeds that you can achieve with this SSD – 950MB/s for everyone thanks to the 3D NAND flash technology that this SSD uses. This SSD also comes with a JetDrive toolbox that makes it very easy to monitor things like disk health and firmware updates. Update your Mac with transcend JetDrive 820 to easily
increase storage capacity, giving you plenty of space for documents, photos, music, and videos. What We Like Works with older MacBooks Solid read/write 5-year warranty What We Don't Like Not as fast as higher-end competition As the latest edition of one of the world's top-selling SATA SSD series, the Samsung 860 EVO specially designed to enhance
the performance of existing laptops like your MacBook Pro. Ten ssd jest kompatybilny z SATA 3 GB/s i SATA SATA GB/s interfaces, making them useful for updating many aging MacBook Pro. With the latest V-NAND technology, this fast and reliable SSD is available in a wide range of compatible sizes and capacities. It offers constant speed even during
multitasking or under heavy loads. Using the mSATA interface, the 860 EVO operates at sequential read speeds of up to 550 MB/s thanks to Samsung's Intelligent TurboWrite technology and sequential write speeds of up to 520 MB/s for fast file transfer and improved performance. For this version of evo SSD, the TurboWrite buffer size has been upgraded
from 12GB to 78GB. With the included five-year warranty on each ssd, you can see that the developers are confident in its durability. For fast read/write speeds that can handle intense tasks including video editing and photos and games, the Samsung 860 Evo is one of the best SSDs you can get for its size and price. - Alan Bradley, Tech Editor What We
Like Huge 2TB storage Certified IP67 for water and dust resistance Rugged and drop test Comes ready formated What We Don't Like G-Technology is not one of the best-known brands on the market, but this SSD is a splurge-worthy option for upgrading your MacBook Pro if you really want to transform your device. It provides massive 2TB storage space,
enough for millions of high-resolution images. It's also a great choice if you're worried about wear and tear because this SSD is one of the toughest on the market. G-Drive Mobile is IP67 certified, which means it can be submerged in water at a depth of one meter without any bad effects. G-Technology G-Drive Mobile's impact and tensile strength are better
than many comparable SSDs – it's drop-tested to three feet and can last 1,000 pounds of pressure without breaking it. Includes Shor USB-C and USB-A (full-size USB) cables to connect G-Drive Mobile to any MacBook or iMac. As a bonus, the drive is also ready in macOS-only format, making it easy to transfer files from your old hard drive to your new one.
What we like tough case keeps it in a safe place, no matter what you put it by fast speeds are perfect for working with video Available in 1TB or 2TB What we do not like high price point Short cables means that you have to stay close to you PC If you are looking for a durable SSD that can handle working with video or large amounts of photos, look no further
than LaCie Rugged SSD Pro. Available in two sizes, 1TB or 2TB, with fast data processing speeds of up to 2800MB/s, it is worth the higher value. If you often work on site or outdoors, a durable silicone outer casing is essential to maintain data security and maintains that the ssd does not run hot to the touch. It is dust and water resistant and can withstand
falls from almost ten feet, with ip67 rating. in a bright orange shade, it is difficult to get lost. It works via USB 3.1 or Thunderbolt 3, it is easily compatible with Macs. LaCie Rugged Pro provides fast operation. The five-year warranty even includes data recovery services, which is a great bonus for peace of mind. 10 Best SATA 2020 Hard Drives Final Verdict If
your aging MacBook needs an upgrade to a hard drive or ssd is too full, there are many options for updating. One of the best for older MacBook users is the SanDisk SSD Plus 480GB. It works with almost every MacBook from 2011 and beyond, and it's one of the most cost-effective ways to make your device run faster. If you have a limited budget, we light
up the Samsung 860 Evo. It is a workhorse drive that has fixed read/write speeds, good software and is essentially compatible with most MacBooks. Our expert reviewers and editors evaluate ssd based on read/write speed, capacity and design. We test their actual performance in real-world use cases, from operating system boot and productivity
multitasking to initial workloads and loading in-game saves. Our testers also consider each unit to be a value proposition — regardless of whether the product justifies its price and how it stacks up against competing products. All models we checked were purchased by Lifewire; none of the inspection units has been supplied by the manufacturer or retailer.
Katie Dundas is a writer and journalist with a passion for technology, especially for cameras, drones, fitness and travel. She wrote for Business Insider, Travel Trend, Matador Network and Much Better Adventures. Ajay Kumar is technical editor at Lifewire with over seven years of experience in the industry. He reviewed everything from hard drives and SSDs
to gaming PCs and laptops. He personally uses the Samsung 860 Evo as an operating drive and the WD Blue 3D NAND as a storage disk/game in the platform he himself built. Alan Bradley is technical editor at Lifewire with more than ten years of experience in the industry. Previously published on Rolling Stone, Polygon and The Escapist, he reviewed a
wide range of products, from computer parts to gaming equipment and accessories. He personally uses a Samsung SATA SSD for his gaming platform. Storage size – The key factor to look for in a good ssd is storage. Storage capacity varies by price, but in general, you'll want to have at least 250 GB of storage for the SSD you're going to use as an
operating drive. This means that you should be able to support your operating system, key programs and some additional files and games. Larger storage options range from 480GB, 960GB. 1 TB and 2 TB, each with corresponding price increases. For those who have a lot of photos, videos and games, you will probably want at least 1TB. Read/Write Speed
- Sequential Read/Write Speed measures Ssd. Read speed measures how long it takes to open a file, while write speed measures how long it takes to save something to an ssd. Higher numbers are better. In most cases, inexpensive ssds tend to have lower read/write speeds, but are still fast enough for the average person when it comes to startup and
multitasking. If you have more workflow requiring video and photo editing and rendering, faster and more expensive SSD can pay off. Software - Moving all files to a new ssd is not always a simple process. Many SSDs will be pre-partitioned, so some storage has already been allocated as a backup. They can also come with software (as in the case of
Samsung), which allows you to easily copy and transfer files from the old drive to the new one and manage firmware updates. Updates.
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